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Abstract
The design of block codes for short information blocks (e.g., a thousand or
less information bits) is an open research problem that is gaining relevance
thanks to emerging applications in wireless communication networks. In this
paper, we review some of the most promising code constructions targeting
the short block regime, and we compare them with both finite-length per-
formance bounds and classical error-correction coding schemes. The work
addresses the use of both binary and high-order modulations over the ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise channel. We will illustrate how to effectively
approach the theoretical bounds with various performance versus decoding
complexity tradeoffs.
Keywords: Short packets, error-correcting codes, finite-length performance
bounds, coded modulation.
1. Introduction
During the past sixty years, a formidable effort has been focused on the
research of capacity-approaching error correcting codes [1]. Initially, the at-
tention was directed to short and medium-length linear block codes [2] (with
some notable exceptions, see, e.g., [3; 4]), mainly for complexity reasons. As
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the idea of code concatenation [5] became established in the coding com-
munity [6], the design of long channel codes became a viable solution to
approach the channel capacity. The effort resulted in a number of practi-
cal code constructions allowing reliable transmission at fractions of a decibel
from the Shannon limit [7–16] with low-complexity (sub-optimum) decoding.
The interest in short and medium blocklength codes (i.e., codes with di-
mension k in the range of 50 to 1000 bits) has been rising again recently,
mainly due to emerging applications that require the transmission of short
data units. Examples of such applications are machine-type communications,
smartmetering networks, the Internet of things, remote command links and
messaging services (see, e.g., [17–20]). Due to these new emerging applica-
tions, renewed interest has been placed not only in the design of efficient
short codes, but also in the development of tight bounds on the performance
attainable by the best error correcting schemes, for a given blocklength and
rate [21–24]. Tight bounds are now available as benchmarks not only for
the unfaded additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) case but also for fading
channels [25; 26].
When the design of short iteratively-decodable codes is attempted, it
turns out that some classical code construction tools that have been de-
veloped for turbo-like codes tend to fail to provide codes with acceptable
performance. This is the case, for instance, for density evolution [27] and ex-
trinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts [28], which are well-established
techniques to design powerful long low-density parity-check (LDPC) and
turbo codes. The reason is the asymptotic (in blocklength) nature of density
evolution and EXIT analysis, which fail to model accurately the iterative
decoder in the short blocklength regime. However, competitive LDPC and
turbo code designs for moderate length and small blocks have been proposed,
mostly based on heuristic construction techniques [29–50]. While iterative
codes retain a large appeal due to their low decoding complexity, more so-
phisticated decoding algorithms [51–57] are feasible for short blocks leading
to solutions that are competitive with (if not superior to) iterative decoding
of short turbo and LDPC codes.
In this paper, we review some fundamental results on the performance
achievable by codes in the short blocklength regime. This will allow us to
lay the ground for a proper performance comparison among various codes
and decoding algorithms. The comparison will be provided for the (unfaded)
AWGN channel case with both binary modulation and high-order modula-
tions. In the former case, the goal is to compare pure code performance,
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whereas in the latter case we shall see how different coding schemes can
be efficiently coupled with high-order modulations, with and without shap-
ing. The performance comparison will be provided in terms of block error
rate, also referred to as codeword error rate (CER), versus signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) with SNR given either by the Eb/N0 ratio (here, Eb is the energy
per information bit and N0 the single-sided noise power spectral density) or
by the Es/N0 ratio (with Es being the energy per modulation symbol).
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the fundamental limits for channel coding in the short blocklength regime.
Some powerful classical short codes as well as efficient decoding algorithms
are discussed in Section 3. Modern code constructions tailored to the trans-
mission of short blocks are presented in Section 4. A comparison of various
schemes is provided in Section 5. Conclusions follow in Section 6.
2. Finite-Length Performance Limits
In the following sections of the paper, with the exception of Section 5.3,
we will focus on the problem of how to optimally transmit k bits of informa-
tion using the discrete-time memoryless binary-input additive white Gaussian
noise (bi-AWGN) channel n times
y` =
√
ρx` + w`, ` = 1, . . . , n. (1)
Here, {w`}n`=1, denotes a sequence of independent and identically distributed
samples of the AWGN process. We shall assume that these samples are real-
valued Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Each
of the input symbols {x`}n`=1 belongs to the binary set {−1, 1}. The constant
ρ models the transmit power and, hence, the SNR, since the noise has unit
variance. Finally, {y`}n`=1 is the sequence of received symbols.
To convey the k information bits, we use a (n, k) coding scheme, which
consists of: i) An encoder that maps the k-bit message J ∈ {1, . . . , 2k} into
one out of 2k n-dimensional codewords with elements in {−1, 1}. We shall
refer to the set of codewords together with the encoder as an (n, k) code and
to n as the blocklength of the code. ii) A decoder that maps the n received
symbols corresponding to the transmitted message J into an estimated k-bit
message Ĵ .
The message (codeword) error probability of a given (n, k)-coding scheme,
which we denote by , is
 = P[Ĵ 6= J ]. (2)
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We stress that different decoders may be applied to a given (n, k) code,
yielding different error probabilities.
The rate R of an (n, k) code is R = k/n. We also let ∗(R, n) be the
minimum error probability for which one can find a coding scheme with
blocklength n and rate R. This quantity describes the fundamental tradeoff
between blocklength n, rate R, and error probability  in the transmission
of information. Unfortunately, determining ∗(R, n) exactly is a daunting
task. Indeed, computing ∗(R, n) for the bi-AWGN channel (1) involves an
exhaustive search over
(
2n
2nR
)
codes, which is infeasible for values of R and n
of practical interest.
However, the asymptotic behavior of ∗(R, n) in the limit n → ∞ for
fixed R is well understood—a result known as Shannon’s coding theorem [1].
Specifically, ∗(R, n) vanishes in the limit n → ∞ for all rates R below the
so-called channel capacity C [1], whereas ∗(R, n) → 1 as n → ∞ for all
rates R above C. In other words, the sequence of functions fn(R) = 
∗(R, n)
converges to a step function centered at C in the limit n→∞.
For the bi-AWGN channel (1), the capacity C (measured throughout the
paper in bits per channel use) is given by
C =
1√
2pi
∫
e−z
2/2
(
1− log2
(
1 + e−2ρ+2z
√
ρ
))
dz. (3)
The achievability part of Shannon’s coding theorem relies on a random cod-
ing argument and does not suggest practical capacity-approaching coding
schemes. However, several advances in the coding community over the last
sixty years have resulted in several low-complexity coding schemes that ap-
proach capacity (see e.g., [27; 58]).
In this paper, we are concerned with the less studied problem of how to
approach ∗(R, n) when the blocklength n is short. For the problem to be well
posed, we need ways to estimate ∗(R, n) accurately. Characterizing ∗(R, n)
for a fixed blocklength n is a classic problem in information theory, and many
nonasymptotic upper (achievability) bounds and lower (converse) bounds are
available for the bi-AWGN channel (1), such as Gallager’s random coding
bound (RCB) [59], and Shannon’s sphere-packing bounds ‘59 (SPB59) [60]
and ‘67 (SPB67) [61; 62]. Also, many nonasymptotic results are available
on the error probability achievable using linear block codes and maximum
likelihood (ML) decoding (see [23] and reference therein).
Over the last ten years, a renewed interest in the performance of commu-
nication systems operating in the short-blocklength regime, has resulted in
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a significant improvement in the tightness of the best available achievability
and converse bounds for many communication channels of practical interest,
including the well-studied bi-AWGN channel (1).
To showcase such improvements, we will focus in this paper on two specific
classes of bounds, namely converse bounds based on the so called metacon-
verse (MC) theorem [24, Thm. 26], and achievability bounds based on the
random coding union (RCU) bound [24, Thm. 16].
The MC theorem provides a general framework that allows one to re-
cover all previously known converse bounds on ∗(R, n) (hence, its name).
The theorem exploits the existence of a fundamental relation between the
problem of determining the error probability of a given code under ML de-
coding and binary-hypothesis testing [63]. The resulting converse bound is
parametric in an auxiliary output distribution (i.e., a marginal distribution
on the output vector [y1, . . . , yn]), which, if chosen suitably, results in a re-
markably tight bound that admits an efficient numerical implementation by
using the saddlepoint approximation [64].
Similar to Gallager’s RCB, the RCU bound relies on the analysis of the
performance of a random coding ensemble under ML decoding. As indi-
cated by its name, a crucial step to obtain the RCU is a judicious use of
the union bound. An attractive feature of this bound, is that it generalizes
naturally to mismatched decoding metrics [65; 66], which enables its use in
practically relevant scenarios, such as pilot-assisted transmission over fading
channels [67]. Similarly to the MC bound, the use of a saddlepoint approxi-
mation allows one to evaluate numerically the RCU bound for the bi-AWGN
channel (1) in an efficient way [68].
By characterizing both MC and RCU bounds in the asymptotic limit
n→∞ for a fixed R, one obtains a more precise characterization of the be-
havior of ∗(R, n) for large n than the step-function approximation obtained
via Shannon’s capacity. Specifically, one can show that for the bi-AWGN
channel (1),
∗(R, n) = Q
(
n(C −R) + (1/2) log2(n) +O(1)√
nV
)
(4)
where C is the channel capacity given in (1), V is the so-called channel
dispersion
V =
1√
2pi
∫
e−z
2/2
(
1− log2
(
1 + e−2ρ+2z
√
ρ
)− C)2dz (5)
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Figure 1: Bounds on the minimum codeword error probability ∗(R,n) vs. Eb/N0 for the
case n = 128 and k = 64.
Q(·) is the Gaussian Q function and O(1) comprises terms that can be upper-
bounded by a constant for all sufficiently large n. The approximation on
∗(R, n) obtained by neglecting the O(1) term in (4) is usually referred to as
normal approximation (NA).
We now illustrate the tightness of the MC bound, of the RCU bound,
and of the NA through some numerical examples. In Fig. 1, we plot the MC
computed using the exponent-achieving auxiliary output distribution given
in [64, Eq. (28)], the RCU, and the NA for the case n = 128 and k = 64
(hence, R = 1/2). Here, and throughout the paper, the bounds on ∗(R, n)
given by the MC and the RCU are plotted as a function of the energy per
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information bit
Eb
N0
=
ρ
2R
. (6)
For comparison we also illustrate the SPB59 (which, for the parameters cho-
sen in the figure, is tighter than the adaptation of the SPB67 bound given
in [62]) and Gallager’s RCB. As one sees from the figure, the MC and the
RCU bounds delimit tightly the ∗(R, n) that is achievable for the chosen
blocklength and information payload for a large range of Eb/N0 values. For
example, the two bounds predict that the minimum energy per bit to operate
at a CER of 10−6 is between 3.5 dB and 3.7 dB. The SPB59 and the RCB
are looser and give the wider range 3.3 dB and 4.2 dB. Note also that the NA
provides an accurate estimate of the minimum codeword error probability,
which lies between the MC and the RCU bounds. As we shall see, this is
not a general phenomenon and one can find practically relevant scenarios for
which the NA ceases to be as accurate.
In Figure 2, we plot the MC, the RCU, and the NA for R = 1/2 and
n ∈ {128, 256, 512, 1024}. As the blocklength increases, the gap between
MC and RCU diminishes. Also Figure 2 allows one to estimate the speed at
which ∗(R, n) converges to a step function centered at Eb/N0 = 0.189 dB,
which is the minimum Eb/N0 required to communicate at a rate C = 1/2 in
the asymptotic limit n→∞. The gap to the asymptotic limit for n = 1024
is about 1.4 dB at a CER of 10−6. The NA is accurate in all the scenarios
considered in the figure.
Finally, in Figure 3 we plot ∗(R, n) as a function of the rate R for a
fixed SNR ρ = 0.189 dB, i.e., the SNR value for which capacity is 1/2, and
for n ∈ {128, 256, 512, 1024}. As in the previous figure, the bounds become
increasingly tight as n grows. One can also see that the NA loses accuracy
when one operates at small error probability and small R—a relevant scenario
for ultra-reliable low-latency communications.
3. Classical Short Codes
In this section, we will review a few approaches for efficient transmission
at short blocklengths which rely on (or can be applied to) classical error-
correcting code families. The first approach is based on a general decoding
algorithm called ordered statistics decoding (OSD) [51] that can be applied
to any (binary) linear block code. As we shall see, OSD delivers near-ML
performance for short codes with manageable complexity. However, OSD
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Figure 2: Bounds on the codeword error probability vs. Eb/N0 for the case R = 1/2 and
n ∈ {128, 256, 512, 1024}. Note that Eb/N0 = 0.189 dB is the minimum Eb/N0 required
to transmit reliably at rate R = 1/2 in the limit n→∞.
becomes unfeasible when the blocklength increases. The second approach
relies on tailbiting (TB) convolutional codes (CCs) and an efficient near-ML
decoding algorithm based on the recursive application of Viterbi decoding to
the TB trellis of the code.
3.1. Short Algebraic Codes under Ordered Statistics Decoding
Consider an (n, k) binary linear block code C. Under ML decoding, the
decision is given by
xˆ = arg max
x∈C
p (y|x) (7)
with p (y|x) = ∏n`=1 p(y`|x`) being the channel transition probability (we as-
sume the channel to be an arbitrary binary-input memoryless channel). The
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Figure 3: Bounds on the codeword error probability vs. rate for the case ρ = 0.189 dB
and n ∈ {128, 256, 512, 1024}. Note that R = 1/2 is the channel capacity.
evaluation of (7) involves a number of computations that grow exponentially
in k, unless the code exhibits some structure that enables an efficient im-
plementation of the ML search. OSD reduces the decoding complexity by
limiting the search to a subset of the codewords, i.e., to a list L ⊂ C. Hence,
decoding reduces to
xˆ = arg max
x∈L
p (y|x) . (8)
The decoding complexity is directly related to the list size. OSD uses a
particularly effective approach for the list construction, which is based on
ranking the symbol-wise channel observations in decreasing order of reliabil-
ity [51; 69]. The received vector y is permuted accordingly, yielding a vector
y′ whose first k components are the most reliable channel observations. The
columns of the code generator matrix G are permuted accordingly. The
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permuted generator matrix G′ is then put in systematic form.1 The first k
observations in y′ are used to obtain (via bit-by-bit hard detection) a k bit
vector u′. All error patterns of Hamming weight up to t (where t is a parame-
ter of the OSD algorithm) are then added to u′, generating a set of vectors of
cardinality
∑t
i=0
(
k
i
)
. Each vector is then encoded via the systematic form of
G′, yielding the list L. Typically, the OSD parameter t is kept small because
the list size grows quickly with t. OSD relies on the idea that, if one takes
a hard decision on the most reliable channel observations, only few errors
are typically observed, whereas the majority of the errors introduced by the
channel are typically associated with the least reliable channel outputs.
OSD works remarkably well with short codes, enabling near-ML decoding
for small values of the parameter t. However, as the blocklength grows, t
must be increased to keep the decoder performance close to optimal. For
example, while for the (24, 12) Golay code choosing t = 2 is enough to
approach the ML decoding limit, for a (128, 64) extended Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) code one needs to set t as large as 4. Figure 4 shows
the performance in terms of CER vs. Eb/N0 for a (128, 64) extended BCH
code with t = 3 and t = 4 on the bi-AWGN channel. For the case of t = 4,
the performance is within 0.1 dB from the NA at CER ≈ 10−4. With t = 3
the gap increases to ≈ 0.5 dB.
OSD does not require any specific code property (besides linearity). How-
ever, some knowledge of the code distance spectrum can be used to simplify
the decoder by introducing an early stopping criterion. Consider the ex-
ample of the transmission over the bi-AWGN channel. Assuming that the
coded bits are mapped to symbols in the set {−1,+1}, the minimum Eu-
clidean distance between modulated codewords is 2
√
dmin where dmin is the
code minimum Hamming distance. It follows that the list construction can
be halted if a codeword at a Euclidean distance less than δ =
√
dmin from
the channel observation is generated. This simple trick yields remarkable
savings on the average list size at moderate-large SNRs [51]. Another simple
approach to limit the complexity of OSD consists of applying OSD only if
decoding with a lower-complexity algorithm has failed. The idea was ex-
plored, for instance, in [70; 71] in the context of iterative decoding of LDPC
1This may require additional column permutations, which shall be applied to y′ too;
this step is required if the k leftmost columns of G′ are not linearly independent. The
additional permutations aim at having in the first k positions of y′ the most reliable
information set.
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Figure 4: Codeword error rate vs. Eb/N0 for (128, 64) extended BCH code under OSD
with t = 3 and t = 4, bi-AWGN channel.
codes. Here, the OSD can either intervene if the belief propagation (BP)
decoder fails to converge to a valid codeword, or it can be even integrated
within the iterative decoding algorithm by exploiting updated reliability es-
timates computed by the BP decoder. A number of additional improvements
on the efficiency of OSD algorithms were further proposed during the past
two decades (see, e.g., [52; 55] and the references therein).
3.2. Tailbiting Convolutional Codes
Short codes based on (compact) TB trellises have been the subject of
thorough studies from both a theoretical and a practical viewpoint [72–76].
In particular, in [74; 75] TB CCs with excellent distance properties were pro-
posed for various encoder memories, code rates, and blocklengths. The TB
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structure of the trellis hinders the adoption of the standard Viterbi decoder.
In fact, ML decoding of a TB CC may be naively achieved by starting M
Viterbi decoders in parallel, where M is the number of states in a trellis
section. Each Viterbi decoder will have a different assumption on the start-
ing state (that shall coincide with the final state due to the TB constraint).
The paths selected by the M Viterbi decoders can be then used to form a
list, within which lies the codeword that maximizes the likelihood p (y|x).
This solution may become expensive from a computation viewpoint already
for moderate-size encoder memories. A simple alternative to this approach
is given by the wrap-around Viterbi algorithm (WAVA) [77]. The WAVA
is based on the recursive application of the Viterbi algorithm. In particu-
lar, one round of the Viterbi algorithm is applied to the TB trellis at each
iteration, using the final state probabilities computed in the past iteration
as initial state probabilities, with the first round assuming the initial states
to be equally likely. At the end of each iteration, the decoder checks if the
selected path starts and ends in the same state (hence, fulfilling the TB con-
straint). If the check is satisfied, then the decoder is stopped and the selected
path is declared as final decision. Otherwise, another iteration of the Viterbi
algorithm is performed. The process can be iterated for some preset maxi-
mum number of times. It turns out that, for many TB CCs, four iterations
are sufficient to attain near-ML performance.
Figure 5 shows the performance in terms of CER vs. Eb/N0 of (128, 64)
binary TBCCs with different memory m and polynomials as specified in
Table 1. For the case of m = 14 the performance is within 0.07 dB from
the NA at CER ≈ 10−4. This results show that TBCCs work very well for
short blocks. Unfortunately, as we will see in Section 5, the memory must
be increased as the blocklength grows in order to approach the finite-length
bounds, rendering the scheme less practical.2
3.3. CRC/TBCC Concatenation
An alternative is the concatenation of CRC error-detection code with a
punctured tailbiting convolutional code. Because the addition of the CRC
2For large memory, sequential decoding algorithms may be considered to reduce the
decoding complexity. We refer the reader to [76] for a thorough presentation of sequential
decoders, including the advanced a bidirectional efficient algorithm for searching trees
(BEAST) algorithm of [78].
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Figure 5: Codeword error rate vs. Eb/N0 for (128, 64) binary TBCCs with different
memory m, bi-AWGN channel.
code substantially increases coding overhead for short blocklengths, punctur-
ing of the TBCC can be used to reduce the overhead back to the original
level. Further, it is possible to jointly decode the CRC and TBCC codes so
that the concatenated code error-correction performance and error-detection
performance are both superior to that of the TBCC operating on its own.
One algorithm for decoding the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)/TB CC
concatenation is the list Viterbi algorithm (LVA) [79]. The LVA would keep a
list of the best paths to the termination node and choose the one that passed
the CRC check. Of course, since the CC is a TB code, the algorithm would
have to be a list version of the WAVA algorithm.
One may consider the concatenation of a CRC code with generator g(x)
and a CC with generators [g1(x) g2(x)] to be a catastrophic CC (or encoder)
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with generators [g(x)g1(x) g(x)g2(x)]. In principle then, because the encoding
will be terminated, one may decode the CRC/TB CC combination with a
WAVA. Of course, there will be a large number of states, making the decoder
very complex. Even if the application allowed such a large complexity, this
approach gives up the ability to reliably detect errors at the decoder output.
An algorithm that nicely trades off the error-correction and error-detection
capabilities of the CRC/TB CC will now be presented.3 To simplify the
presentation, we start with the assumption that there is a soft-input soft-
output (SISO) trellis decoder for the TB CC that has full knowledge of the
starting and ending state of the TB CC encoder. We provide Algorithm 1
with the necessary definitions given below:
• weak position , unreliable position, bit position whose log-likelihood
ratio (LLR) has small magnitude
• w , current number of weak positions under test; hypothesized extrin-
sic information will be placed in these positions
• p , current w-bit pattern being tested in w weak positions
• MaxWeak , maximum value of w (Typically, 3 ≤MaxWeak ≤ 10.)
• int mask[MaxWeak+ 1] , {1, 21− 1, 22− 1, 23− 1, . . . , 2MaxWeak − 1}
• strong 1 , large positive value (e.g., 100.0) used for extrinsic informa-
tion
• strong 0 , large negative value (e.g., -100.0) used for extrinsic infor-
mation
• weakposn[w][p] , weakest position found after decoding with candidate
(or hypothesized) w-bit pattern p as strong 0’s and 1’s placed in the w
weak positions via extrinsic information
• p0(b0) , value of bit b0 in binary representation of integer p0 (least
significant bit is bit 0)
• strong p0(b0) , strong 1 if p0(b0) = 1, strong 0 if p0(b0) = 0
3To our knowledge, this algorithm has not been previously presented in the literature.
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Algorithm 1 High-level description of the decoding algorithm
1: for w = 0, . . . ,MaxWeak do
2: for p = 0, . . . , 2w − 1 do
3: if w > 0 then
4: Set extrinsic information (see Algorithm 3)
5: end if
6: SISO decode (see Algorithm 2)
7: if CRC fails (i.e., syndrome 6= 0) then
8: weakposn[w][p] = weakest LLR position
9: else
10: break
11: end if
12: end for
13: if syndrome == 0 then
14: break
15: end if
16: end for
Algorithm 2 SISO Decode Step
1: Apply the SISO decoder, utilizing any extrinsic information provided, to
the channel output word to provide LLRs for the TB CC encoder’s input
2: if the decoder output passes the CRC check then
3: Decoding is complete
4: else
5: Note CRC failure
6: end if
Algorithm 3 Set Extrinsic Information Step (for w-bit pattern p in w weak
positions)
1: for b0 = 0, . . . , w − 1 do
2: p0 = p & mask[b0]
3: extrinsic[weakposn[n0][p0]] = strong p0(n0)
4: end for
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Note that the decoder uses no extrinsic information the first time through
the outer for loop, after which the weakest LLR position is found (if CRC
fails). The second time through the outer loop, strong 0 and then strong 1
extrinsic values are tested in the weakest position. The strong 1 is attempted
only if the CRC fails when strong 0 is tested. New weakest positions are
found after each strong value is attempted. The third time through the
loop, two-bit patterns of strong 0’s and strong 1’s are attempted, each time
checking the CRC and finding the newest weakest position if the CRC fails.
The algorithm continues until there is a passed CRC event or the outer loop
completes.
It should be clear from the algorithm that the larger the value ofMaxWeak,
the better the error-correction performance and the worse the error-detection
performance. Note also, at low SNR values, there can be up to 2MaxWeak+1
SISO decodings—quite a large number. However, most applications with
short blocklengths do not require decoding at high speeds. Also, as we shall
see, the error-correction performance of this algorithm can be very good and
it can be easily traded off with error-detection performance by decreasing
MaxWeak.
The CRC code we consider has generator polynomial g(x) = x16 + x12 +
x5 + 1. The TB CC we consider has generator polynomials [g1 g2] =
[5537, 6131]oct. With 64 input bits, the natural parameters for this CRC/TB
CC are (n, k) = (160, 64). Consequently, to attain a (128, 64) code, we punc-
ture every fifth bit of the encoder output, starting with the third bit.
The SISO decoder employs the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algo-
rithm. We consider two situations: (1) the TB CC encoder’s starting and
ending state is unknown to the SISO decoder and (2) the starting and ending
state is known to the SISO decoder. For the first case, we use a WAVA-like
approach in the BCJR decoder. We justify the second case by arguing that,
in many applications, a packet number or an identification number is ex-
pected. Such a number can be moved to the end of the TB CC encoder
input word so that the encoder starting and ending state is known.
Figure 6 plots the performance of the CRC/TB CC under considera-
tion on the bi-AWGN channel for the unknown-state and known-state cases.
Decoder parameter MaxWeak was set to 10. As seen in the figure, the
unknown-state case is superior to the turbo and LDPC codes in Figure 5.
Although it is unfair to compare the known-state case to the bounds, we see
that the known-state CER curve is about 0.1 dB to the right of the SPB59
curve.
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As for error-detection performance, we first define Pud|e to be the proba-
bility that an error at the decoder output is undetected by the decoder. For
the simulation curves in the figure for which MaxWeak = 10, we measured
Pud|e to be just under 0.1 for both cases. With MaxWeak = 4, we measured
Pud|e to be less than 0.001 for both cases. For MaxWeak = 4, the known-
state CER curve moves rightward about 0.4 dB and the unknown-state CER
curve moves rightward about 0.7 dB.
We point out that the CRC and TB CC polynomials we chose were “off
the shelf” and it might be possible to design an improved CRC code for a
specific TB CC using the techniques in [80].
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Figure 6: Codeword error rate vs. Eb/N0 for (128, 64) CRC/TB CC concatenation over
the bi-AWGN channel.
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4. Modern Short Codes
In the following subsections, we briefly review some of the best construc-
tions of modern channel codes for short blocklengths. The review includes
both binary and non-binary turbo and LDPC codes, as well as polar codes.
4.1. Binary Turbo and LDPC Codes
For short blocklengths, turbo and LDPC codes are typically outperformed
by the code classes discussed in the previous section. Their performance
becomes competitive in the moderate blocklength regime thanks to their
linear (in blocklength) decoding complexity for a fixed number of iterations.
While this holds true for both binary and non-binary turbo/LDPC codes,
binary turbo and LDPC codes retain a larger appeal from the perspective of
decoder complexity.
Binary turbo codes [7] have been successfully included as a channel cod-
ing scheme in the 3G/4G cellular standards. Turbo codes are known to pro-
vide excellent coding gains in the moderate blocklength regime and (if care-
fully designed) at short blocklengths as well. If low error rates are required
(CER < 10−4), a convenient design choice is to adopt 16-state component
codes, i.e., to use memory-4 convolutional codes in the parallel concatenation,
together with TB termination for the component codes [81]. The small size
of the information word permits an efficient interleaver optimization. Code-
matched [82] and protograph-based [83] interleavers in particular turn out to
be very effective in lowering error floors. The performance of two (128, 64)
turbo codes with memory-3 and memory-4 component codes is provided in
Figure 7. The first code is from the long term evolution (LTE) standard,
whereas the second code has been designed with the interleaver construc-
tion of [37] and exploits TB component codes. The second code performs
fairly close to the RCB, and nearly 1 dB away from the NA at CER = 10−4.
The LTE turbo code loses almost 0.4 dB at the same target CER. Remark-
ably, the simple 16-state construction provides a performance that is among
the best achievable by binary iteratively-decodable codes, at least down to
moderate error rates.
LDPC codes [4] are particularly attractive thanks to their excellent per-
formance and to the possibility of developing high-throughput iterative de-
coders based on the codes’ Tanner graph [84] with a large degree of par-
allelism. LDPC codes can be subdivided into two broad categories: un-
structured and structured LDPC codes [27; 58]. For an unstructured LDPC
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code, the code parity-check matrix is designed according to a computer-
based pseudo-random algorithm that places the non-zero entries (aiming, for
instance, at maximizing the girth of the corresponding Tanner graph [85]).
Unstructured LDPC codes are rarely implemented in practice [86]. Among
structured LDPC codes, protograph-based codes [86; 87] are particularly
interesting from a decoder implementation viewpoint. A protograph is a rel-
atively small graph from which a larger Tanner graph can be obtained by a
copy-and-permute procedure: the protograph is copied Q times, and then the
edges of the individual replicas are permuted among the replicas (under some
restrictions described in [86]) to obtain a single, large graph. The parameter
Q is often referred to as a lifting factor.
When cyclic edge permutations are used, the code associated with the
Tanner graph is quasi-cyclic, facilitating the implementation of efficient en-
coders and decoders [58; 88]. Powerful protograph LDPC codes have been
designed during the past decade [89]. A class of protograph LDPC codes
that performs remarkably well down to short blocklengths is that of the
accumulate-repeat-accumulate (ARA) codes [90]. The performance of an
(128, 64) ARA code is provided in Figure 7. The code performs close to the
LTE turbo code. An error floor appears at a CER below 10−5. The perfor-
mance of an (128, 64) LDPC code based on a slightly modified protograph,
dubbed accumulate-repeat-jagged-accumulate (ARJA) [89], is provided too.
The ARJA code trades a negligible loss in the waterfall region for a superior
performance at large SNRs, i.e., it has a lower error floor.
Another class of protograph LDPC codes with excellent performance is
the one proposed in [91], which relies on the concatenation of an outer high-
rate LDPC code with an inner LDPC code. The inner LDPC code construc-
tion resembles an LT code [92], resulting in an overall LDPC code structure
that closely mimics that of a Raptor code [93] (the main difference is that
here the bits at the input of the inner LT encoder are, with the exception of
the punctured ones, sent over the channel). This design paradigm has been
adopted in the 5G standard [94].
In particular, the upcoming 5G New Radio (NR) standard foresees the use
of two protograph-based codes for its enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)
use case. Their design reflects the requirements for 5G NR, which includes
the support of a wide range of blocklengths and code rates and a naive in-
tegration of hybrid automatic repeat request (H-ARQ). Additionally, the
nested structure of the codes and the quasi-cyclic lifting allow a hardware-
friendly implementation with minimal description complexity as well as var-
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ious possibilities for parallelization. Base graph4 1 (BG 1) targets larger
blocklengths and higher rates (500 ≤ k ≤ 8448, 1/3 ≤ R ≤ 8/9), whereas
base graph 2 (BG 2) is optimized for smaller blocklengths and lower rates
(40 ≤ k ≤ 2560, 1/5 ≤ R ≤ 2/3). Both base graphs make use of punc-
tured variable nodes. This construction is known to significantly improve
the decoding threshold [89]. We observe in Figure 7 that the (128, 64) 5G
NR LDPC code based on BG 2 even slightly outperforms the ARA code
with the same code parameters. In contrast, the performance of an LDPC
code constructed from BG 1 (which is optimized for larger blocklengths and
higher code rates) is severely degraded due to its poor minimum distance.
As described in Section 3.1, a conceptually simple improvement to the
BP decoder performance can be obtained by applying OSD whenever the
BP decoding fails to converge to a valid codeword. In Figure 7, we provide
the performance of (3, 6) regular LDPC code under the BP decoder followed
by an additional OSD (with order t = 4) step applied whenever the BP
decoder fails after a maximum number of 50 iterations. The performance
gain over iterative decoding is around 1 dB at CER ≈ 10−4. However, the
gap reduces to 0.5 dB at CER ≈ 10−5. Besides OSD, another list decoding
algorithm that can improve remarkably the performance of short (binary)
LDPC codes is the bit flipping (BF) algorithm proposed in [95, Algorithm
8.6]. In Figure 7, we depict the performance of this algorithm when applied
to the (3, 6) regular LDPC code, for the case of a maximum number of 200
bit flips. The gain over iterative decoding exceeds 0.5 dB at CER ≈ 10−5.
4.2. Non-Binary Turbo and LDPC Codes
Turbo codes constructed over non-binary finite fields were originally inves-
tigated in [39]. In [48], a design based on memory-1 (in terms field elements)
time-varying recursive TB encoders was proposed, which yields among the
best known performance for iteratively-decodable short codes down to very
low error rates. The construction is particularly effective for relatively large
finite fields (e.g., F64 and F128). The component-code BCJR decoder can
be efficiently implemented by means of the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
[40; 48], yielding remarkable savings in complexity (although the decoding
complexity remains considerably larger than that of a binary turbo code).
Further efficient decoder implementations have been recently investigated
4In the 5G NR jargon, base graph is synonymous with protograph.
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Figure 7: Codeword error rate vs. Eb/N0 for (128, 64) binary LDPC and turbo codes,
bi-AWGN channel.
in [96] showing how most of the coding gains can be preserved even when
dramatically reducing the decoding complexity.
Non-binary LDPC codes [38] based on ultra-sparse parity-check matrices
[41] match tightly the performance of non-binary turbo codes, down to very
low error rates, when constructed on finite fields of order larger than or equal
to 64 [47; 97]. In fact, it was shown in [48] that non-binary turbo codes based
on memory-1 time-varying recursive TB encoders admit a simple protograph
LDPC representation, and correspond to a special class of non-binary ultra-
sparse LDPC codes. While the decoding of non-binary LDPC codes can be
largely simplified by employing the FFT at the check nodes (with probability-
domain decoding), efficient implementations in the log-domain are still an
area of active research [98].
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Figure 8 shows the performance of non-binary turbo/LDPC codes with
block length 128 and dimension 64 on the bi-AWGN channel. Both codes
are constructed on F256. The LDPC code has been considered for standard-
ization within Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
(as error-correcting code for satellite telecommand) [97; 99; 100] and it has
been designed according to the method proposed in [41]. The turbo code has
been designed according to the method proposed in [48]. Both codes perform
almost identically down to very low error rates, almost matching the RCB.
Also for the non-binary case, a further decoding step based on OSD de-
coding can be applied to any iteratively-decodable code whenever the BP
decoder fails. As an example, Figure 8 reports the performance of a (128, 64)
non-binary LDPC code constructed on F256 on the bi-AWGN channel. Af-
ter iterative decoding, when the decoder output does not fulfill the code
parity-check equations, an additional OSD step is applied with t set to 4.
Specifically, OSD is applied to the binary image of the non-binary LDPC
code. The performance is very close to the one attained by the (128, 64)
extended BCH code, first presented in Figure 4, gaining 0.5 dB over the code
performance under BP decoding. Considering as reference an SNR of 3 dB,
the BP decoder for the non-binary LDPC code fails with a probability close
to 2 × 10−3. Hence, the OSD is effectively activated only for a very small
fraction of the transmissions.
4.3. Polar Codes
Polar codes [101; 102] are the first class of provably capacity-achieving
codes with low encoding/decoding complexity over any symmetric binary-
input memoryless channels (B-MC) under successive cancellation (SC) de-
coding [102]. The underlying idea behind polar codes, called channel polar-
ization, is to take the independent copies of a symmetric B-MC and convert
them into noiseless and useless synthetic channels by applying a transform to
input bits and by imposing a decoding order so that coding becomes trivial:
Transmit information bits over the noiseless synthetic channels while inputs
to the useless ones are set (frozen) to a predetermined value, e.g., to 0, and
the decoder knows these bits before transmission. Those input bits are called
frozen bits. As the number of polarization steps grows, the fraction of noise-
less synthetic channels tends to the channel capacity, while the fraction of
useless channels tends to its complement to one.
For a given SNR, constructing an (n, k) polar code requires one to find
the least reliable n−k synthetic channels, or equivalently, bit positions. The
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Figure 8: Codeword error rate vs. Eb/N0 for (128, 64) LDPC and turbo codes over F256,
bi-AWGN channel.
design is not universal, i.e., the polar code design differs depending on the
channel quality. Monte Carlo-based designs were proposed in [101; 102], while
a density evolution-based construction is introduced in [103]. An efficient
implementation for density evolution is provided in [104] together with an
analysis providing lower and upper bounds for the reliabilities of the bit po-
sitions. The Gaussian approximation (GA) for design was proposed in [105].
Other methods based on a partial order among the positions were proposed
in [106; 107]. These methods allow one to design frozen bit sequences that
show a good behavior for a wide range of channel parameters and rates. This
has been of particular importance during 5G standardization [108] with its
strong emphasis on lowering the description complexity.
Although being capacity-achieving under SC decoding, the effectiveness
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Figure 9: Codeword error rate vs. Eb/N0 for a (128, 64) polar code, bi-AWGN channel.
of polar codes for short blocklengths comes only after modifying both the
decoder and the code, i.e., by employing the SC list (SCL) decoder of [57]
aided by the addition of an outer high-rate code (typically, a CRC code). In
fact, in the short and moderate-blocklength regimes the performance of SC
decoding of polar codes falls short of the performance under ML decoding. In
the SCL decoding algorithm, a set of SC decoders work in parallel producing
a list of different codeword candidates for the same observed channel output.
The complexity of the algorithm is linear in the list size. The outer high-
rate code, which improves the distance properties of the resulting code, is
used to test the list of codewords produced by the SCL decoder. Among
the survivors, the one with the largest likelihood is picked as the decoder
output. The design of the concatenated code for SCL decoding becomes
more sophisticated due to the increased search space, i.e., unmanageable
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number of possible interleavers and outer codes [109–112].
The performance of a (128, 64) polar code designed by using the GA of
density evolution (DE) for the bi-AWGN channel with Eb/N0 = 4.5 dB under
SC and SCL decoding is shown in Figure 9. By increasing the list size, close-
to-ML performance is achieved. In fact, a lower bound on the ML error
probability can be obtained by artificially introducing the correct codeword
in the final list, prior to the final selection. One can see from the figure that
the lower bound on the ML error probability is approached quickly as the
list size L grows. Already for L = 8, the gap from the the ML lower bound
is nearly invisible for the setup considered in the figure. The performance of
the concatenation of a (128, 71) polar code with a CRC-7 code as an outer
code is shown as well. The inner polar code was designed for Eb/N0 = 5 dB.
The outer CRC code has generator polynomial g(x) = x7 +x3 + 1, leading to
a code with dimension 64. A list size of 32 has been used in the simulation.
The code performs remarkably close to the RCU bound down to low error
rates.
5. Code Comparison: Examples
5.1. Very Short Codes
In this section, we summarize the results reported in the previous sections
about the performance of very short codes over the bi-AWGN channel. We
focus on codes with blocklength n = 128 and code dimension k = 64 bits.
The performance of the codes is compared in Figure 10. As reference, the
performance of the (128, 64) binary protograph-based [33] LDPC code from
the CCSDS telecommand standard [99] is provided too. The CCSDS LDPC
code performs somehow poorly in terms of coding gain and is outperformed
by the ARA LDPC code.5 At low error rates (e.g. CER ≈ 10−6) the CCSDS
LDPC code is likely to attain lower error rates than the ARA code thanks to
its remarkable distance properties [33]. Among the LDPC codes adopted for
the 5G NR standard, the codes based on BG 2 are seen to be competitive,
outperforming the ARA code.
5All LDPC codes considered in this section have been designed by means of a girth
optimization based on the progressive edge growth (PEG) algorithm [85]. A maximum of
200 belief propagation iterations have been used in the simulations (although the average
iteration count is much lower, especially at high SNRs, thanks to early decoding stopping
rules).
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The performance of a turbo code introduced in [113] based on 16-state
component recursive convolutional codes is also provided. The turbo code
shows superior performance with respect to binary LDPC codes, down to
low error rates. The code attains a CER ≈ 10−4 at almost 0.4 dB from the
RCB. The code performance diverges remarkably from the RCB at lower
error rates, due to the relatively low code minimum distance. Results for
a non-binary LDPC code are included in Figure 10. The code has been
constructed over F256, and it attains visible gains with respect to its binary
counterparts, performing on top of the RCB (and 0.7 dB away from the NA)
down to low error rates (no floors down to CER ≈ 10−9 were observed in
[97]). The error probability of the polar-code concatenation using a CRC-7
as an outer code is shown. The polar code has parameters (128, 71). A list
size of 32 has been used in the simulation. The code outperforms all the
competitors that rely on iterative decoding algorithms. Finally, the CER of
three TB CCs is included [114; 115]. The three codes have memory 8, 11 and
14, respectively. Their generators (in octal notation) and their distance prop-
erties are summarized in Table 1. The WAVA algorithm has been used for
decoding [77]. The memory-11 convolutional code reaches the performance
of the BCH and LDPC codes under OSD. The memory-8 code loses 1 dB at
CER ≈ 10−5, but still outperforms binary LDPC and turbo codes over the
whole simulation range. The third code (memory-14) outperforms all other
codes in Figure 10 (at the expense of a high decoding complexity due to the
large number of states in the code trellis).
Table 1: Summary of the TB CCs used in the comparisons.
Generators m (n, k) Weight enumerating function A(x)
[515, 677] 8
(128, 64)
1 + 576x12 + 1152x13 + 1856x14 + . . .
[5537, 6131] 11 1 + 64x14 + 960x15 + 1356x16 + . . .
[75063, 56711] 14 1 + 8x16 + 1856x18 + 19392x20 + . . .
[515, 677] 8
(512, 256)
1 + 2304x12 + 4608x13 + 7424x14 + . . .
[5537, 6131] 11 1 + 256x14 + 3840x15 + 537616 + . . .
[75063, 56711] 14 1 + 6656x18 + 42240x20 + 216320x22 + . . .
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5.2. Moderate-length Codes
In this section, we address a second case study, where an intermediate
blocklength of n = 512 bits is considered. The code dimension is fixed to
k = 256 bits yielding a rate R = 1/2. The performance of the codes is
compared in Figure 11 for transmission over the bi-AWGN channel. Also
here, the performance of the (512, 256) binary protograph-based [33] LDPC
code from the CCSDS telecommand standard [99] is provided as a reference.
Most of the considerations that are valid in the very short blocklength regime
are still valid here, with a few notable exceptions. First, we observe that the
performance of the polar code (concatenated with an outer 16 bits CRC
code) is still competitive, but it performs only marginally better than binary
LDPC and turbo codes when the list size is limited to 32. To close the gap
to the finite length bounds, a larger list size (e.g., 1024) has to be used.
A second major discrepancy with respect to the very short block regime
deals with the performance of TB CCs. For the code parameters considered
in Figure 11, TB CCs are far from the finite length bounds even for the
memory-14 case. This is an instance of a well known limitation of (TB) CCs,
i.e., the saturation, for large enough n, of the TB CC minimum distance
to the free distance of the underlying (unterminated) convolutional code (in
addition, the minimum weight multiplicity grows with n). This phenomenon
is illustrated in Figure 12, where the SNR required to achieve a target CER =
10−4 is provided as a function of the code dimension k, for various code
families.
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5.3. Short Codes in Coded Modulation Schemes
Higher-order modulation increases the spectral efficiency (SE) of a com-
munication system by using constellations with more than two signal points
(e.g., M -amplitude shift keying (ASK) or M -quadrature amplitude modu-
lation (QAM)) and transmitting more than one bit per channel use [116].
As this requires an interplay of both modulation and coding techniques, the
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term “coded modulation” (CM) has been established. The most straight-
forward CM approach combines an M -ary constellation with a non-binary
channel code over a field of order M .6 In this case, symbol-metric decoding
(SMD) can be employed at the receiver. This is the common approach for
non-binary LDPC and Turbo codes.
Practical receivers resort to “pragmatic” CM schemes with binary chan-
nel codes. In such pragmatic schemes, an m-bit binary labeling is assigned
to each of the M = 2m constellation points (e.g., a binary reflected gray
code (BRGC) code [117]) and a bit-wise decoding (BMD) metric is used
at the decoder. The BMD metric is obtained by marginalizing over all bit
levels except the one of interest, which causes a performance loss compared
to SMD. This loss is particularly pronounced at low code rates. The best
known example of pragmatic CM scheme is bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) [118; 119]. Binary LDPC and turbo codes are commonly combined
with higher-order modulations using BICM. Polar codes achieve superior per-
formance with multi-level coding and multistage decoding [120–122] due to
the improved polarization process.
The use of ASK/QAM constellations with uniformly distributed constel-
lation points incurs a performance degradation for the AWGN channel, which
is known as shaping loss. Recently, many research efforts have focused on
geometric and probabilistic shaping (GS/PS) approaches to overcome this
deficit [123; 124] and close the gap to the Shannon limit. Simulation re-
sults [125] show that PS signaling generally performs better than GS for the
same constellation size. Additionally, PS allows a fine granularity in SE as
it can be tuned by means of a distribution matcher (DM) [126] and does
not require different modulation and code rate combinations. To implement
PS with coding, probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) was proposed [124],
which circumvents the drawbacks of previous approaches (e.g., error prop-
agation and the need for iterative demapping as a result of a one-to-many
mapping). PAS uses a shaping encoder before the encoder (reverse concate-
nation), and a systematic generator matrix for encoding to maintain the
desired distribution. Furthermore, it exploits the symmetry of the capacity
achieving distribution of the Gaussian channel.
All coding schemes discussed in the previous sections can be used in a
6It is also possible to map sequences of constellation points to one Galois field symbol
of appropriate field order.
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CM scenario with higher-order modulation formats. In Fig. 13 and 14 we
compare CM approaches for a target SE of 3 bits per channel use for the case
of 64-QAM and a blocklength of 192 bits, i.e., we have a number of 192/6 =
32 channel uses. In Fig. 13, we illustrate a performance comparison for the
case of uniform signaling.
• The binary LDPC code is from the 5G standard [94] and derived from
BG 2 (cf. Section 4.1). We use a random bit-mapper, i.e., the BMD
bit channels are assigned randomly to the variable nodes.
• The NB-LDPC code is an ultra-sparse code of rate 1/2 and it is con-
structed over F64. It exhibits a gap of about 0.4 dB to the RCB at
CER = 10−4.
• The polar code was designed according to [122] for Es/N0 = 13.45 dB.
The list size is L = 32 and a 8-bit CRC is used in the concatenation.
• OSD uses a (255, 99) BCH code that is punctured in 60 parity positions
and shortened in 3 information bit positions to obtain a (192, 96) code.
The OSD parameter is t = 4.
In Fig. 14, we use PAS to reduce the shaping loss incurred by uniform
signaling and improve the power efficiency. We target a SE of 3.0 bits per
channel use, which is achieved by adjusting the DM rate. We show results
for two DM approaches, namely constant composition distribution match-
ing (CCDM) and shell mapping distribution matching (SMDM). CCDM was
proposed first in [126] and shown to be the optimal fixed-to-fixed blocklength
distribution matcher (DM) for the normalized informational divergence met-
ric and long output blocklengths. Instead, SMDM has favorable performance
for short blocklengths and is the informational divergence optimal DM for
finite blocklength. It uses the shell mapping algorithm [127] internally to
perform the mapping to power-efficient channel input sequences.
• The binary LDPC code is from the 5G standard [94], has rate 3/4 and
is derived from BG 1 (cf. Sec. 4.1). We use a random bit-mapper for
the amplitude bit levels, the uniform sign bits are assigned to the last
variable nodes in the graph. At a CER of 10−3 we see that SMDM is
0.4 dB more power efficient than CCDM.
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• The NB-LDPC code is an ultra sparse cycle code of rate 2/3, con-
structed over F256. It is operated with PAS as discussed in [128]. The
gain of SMDM compared to CCDM is about 0.6 dB.
• The polar code was designed according to [122; 129] for Es/N0 =
12.95 dB. The list size is L = 32 and a 4-bit CRC is used in the
concatenation. Additionally, it makes use of a type check during the
list decoding to compensate for the finite length losses of CCDM [129,
Sec. IV].
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Figure 13: Codeword error rate vs. Es/N0 for 64-QAM, uniform signaling and an SE of
3.0 bpcu for several codes over the AWGN channel. The number of channel uses is 32.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we reviewed several code constructions tailored to the trans-
mission of short information blocks. The performance of the codes has been
compared with tight information theoretic bounds on the error probability
achievable by the best codes. Our review illustrates that there is a wide spec-
trum of solutions for efficient transmission in the short-blocklength regime.
To conclude, we provide a brief list of interesting open directions, which were
not addressed in this manuscript:
• Some of the decoding algorithms described in the previous sections are
complete, i.e., the output of the decoder is always a codeword. In-
complete algorithms, such as belief propagation for LDPC codes, may
output an erasure, i.e., the iterative decoder may converge to a decision
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that is not a (valid) codeword but the error is detected. Hence, while
for complete decoders all error events are undetected, incomplete de-
coders provide the additional capability of notifying the receiver when
decoding does not succeed. In some applications, it is of paramount im-
portance to deliver very low undetected error rates. This is the case, for
instance, for telecommand systems, where wrong command sequences
may be harmful. The CCSDS LDPC code of Figure 10 has been de-
signed with this objective in mind, trading part of the coding gain for
a strong error detection capability [130]. Complete decoders, such as
those based on OSD and Viterbi decoding, may be used in such critical
applications by adding an error detection mechanism. One possibility
is to include an outer error detection code. In the short blocklength
regime, the overhead incurred by such solution may be unacceptable. In
this context, a more appealing solution is provided by a post-decoding
threshold test as proposed in [131]. Examples of the application of this
approach are given in, e.g., [132–134].
• The development of codes and decoding algorithms that address chan-
nels with unknown state such as fading channels with no a priori
channel-state information available at the encoder and decoder (see,
e.g., [67]) is still an open problem. Here, the decoding task is made
complicated by the need of accounting for the uncertainty on the chan-
nel coefficients. A naive approach is to introduce sufficiently large pilot
fields to allow for an accurate channel estimation step. However, when
short blocks are transmitted, the use of large pilot fields leads to con-
siderable overheads, i.e., rate losses. This suggests that in this setting
channel decoding and channel estimations should be performed jointly
(see, e.g., [135]).
• Throughout the paper, we focused exclusively on the analysis of fixed-
length coding schemes. In some applications where communication is
bidirectional and a feedback link is hence present, it is more natural to
consider variable-length coding schemes with decision (ACK/NACK)
feedback. Finite-blocklength bounds for this scenarios are available [136;
137], but are not as tight as the corresponding bound for the fixed-
blocklength case. Also, a more accurate modeling of the ACK/NACK
message compared to what is available in the literature may unveil in-
teresting tradeoffs between coding rate and reliability of the feedback
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information. Indeed, for a fixed frame size, the more channel uses
are used for the ACK/NACK message, the less channel uses are avail-
able for the coded bits. Code design for this setup have been recently
proposed [138–140]. However, the overall code design space is largely
unexplored.
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